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2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Real Men Date Online and
ARE Looking for LoveBy CBlackRomeo's Dilemma was a fun read. I'm a total
sucker for advice columns and always wondered what was going on behind the
scenes with the people that write them. This book tied all of that together in a
wonderful way and was laced with thoughtful insites all the way through. I liked
hearing from the author what was going on in his head as he had to make tough
choices along rocky path towards love and was willing to really open up his
heart about it. I can see how his dating profile morphed into an advice column,
because his description of his experiences and candid deconstruction of what
happened where both entertaining and helpful. I am experiential and sometimes
the only way to really learn and grow is to dive head first, be present and see
where said experiences lead you and then take a look back and review so you
don't keep repeating the same mistakes. If you are thinking about dating online
or would like some deeper insite into what men are thinking these days, get this
book. It may even save you some grief and help you find love just that much
quicker.1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. Get a divorced man's
perspective on datingBy Niki PayneI liked the insights shared, but I didn't like
the structure of the book. I was a little confused by the italics and wasn't sure
what was book and what was a republished article he had written for a
newspaper.I recommend this book to women interested in the way a man falls in
love with a woman.I gave it three stars because it read more like a diary than
an actual book. I also just finished reading Neil Strauss' book, The Truth, and
the writing doesn't even compare. Perhaps it's not fair to compare, but Strauss
sucks you into his sorry to a point that you feel like you're right there with him,
whereas I lost interest a few times reading this book. I'm glad I finally finished
it though.2 of 2 people found the following review helpful. Romeo's Dilemma is
a well-crafted must-read for anyone seeking help in the transit to true love.By
Susan E. WinterAuthor John P. Gavin has written a wonderful book that details
the inner workings of a man's mind as he moves into and through the world of
online dating. The excellent advice he shares is woven into multiple layers; from
his self-revealing narratives, to no-nonsense dating tips, and relatable
analogies that cement the reader's comprehension. Romeo's Dilemma is a wellcrafted must-read for anyone seeking help in the transit to true love. A smart,
heart-warming story of a man discovering himself in the process of discovering
his true love.
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